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This paper focuses on the rheological study of an alumina suspension intended for the manufacturing of oxide-oxide composites
by flexible injection. Given the production constraints, it is required to have stable suspension with low viscosity and a Newtonian
behavior. This is achieved with a concentration of nitric acid between 0.08wt% and 0.2 wt% and amount of 3 wt% of PVA binder.
The maximum loading of the suspension of 47 vol% suggests that there is no structure development within the suspension with
optimized concentration of acid and PVA.

1. Introduction

In the last decades, ceramic matrix composites (CMC) have
been increasingly used in various engineering fields such
as aerospace (rocket engine nozzle and gas turbines) and
automobile (brake pads). Due to the ceramic based matrix,
these materials can withstand high temperatures in oxidizing
and corrosive environment. Nowadays, efforts focus on cost
reduction and the improvement of CMC durability, notably
for application in gas turbine engines. Moreover, CMC are
more efficient in terms of energy and the light weight of these
materials limits the emission of pollutants. Therefore, CMC
are viable replacement for superalloys.

The presence of reinforcement not only guarantees the
proper load transfer but reduces also the brittleness which
characterizes ceramic materials. In fact, fiber reinforcement
in CMC contributes to crack deflection, increasing therefore
the hardness of the material. The compatibility between
matrix and fiber maximizes the mechanical properties and
limits the damage tolerance [1–3]. However, because of
the crack propagation mechanism, it is necessary that the
interphase between the matrix and the fiber is sufficiently
weak to allow debonding and the relaxation of the stress at
the crack tip. In oxide/oxide composites, there are two ways
to promote the debonding during crack propagation of the

matrix: by the use of a fugitive interphase which induces
small gap between the matrix and the fiber or by the use of
a porous interphase. This latter leads to lowering the elastic
properties and the fracture energy [3, 4]. Also, the use of
continuous fibers as the reinforcement helps to increase the
inelastic deformation at the fiber-matrix interface, improving
strength in the presence of holes and notches [5].

Another major concern in the manufacture of CMC is
oxidation during sintering or when it is subjected to high
temperature stresses greater than 1000∘C. The diffusion of
oxygen can potentially be limited at the interface by adding
additives to the matrix. However, the use of oxide-based
composites can overcome these limitations. Oxide/oxide
composites are more resistant to oxidation [1] and exhibit
comparable mechanical properties (creep performance) to
other CMC such as SiC/carbon.

The manufacturing of oxide/oxide ceramic by flexible
injection [6, 7] requires the use of oxide ceramic slurry.
The particles in suspension must be able to fill the mold
containing the oxide reinforcement. Thus, understanding
mechanisms such as the colloid stability, dispersion, and rhe-
ology are important. Homogeneous distribution of uniform
particles in the matrix can promote CMCwith homogeneous
distribution of the micropores and minimize the shrinkage
during the drying and sintering processes [8, 9]. It is therefore
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important to adjust the rheology of the slurry to ensure
proper infiltration of the powder in strands [2, 5, 10]. This
infiltration into the reinforcement requires a suspension with
a high density of evenly distributed particles in terms of
flocculation. Moreover, this requires the use of the dispersing
agent and the binder in proper concentration.

While the viscosity of the suspension is among the most
important criteria, the shear stress required to displace the
suspension must be also considered. It was shown that,
depending on pH of the suspension, the particles content,
and the dispersant, flow rheology can change drastically from
Newtonian behavior to shear thinning or thickening [8–12].

The main challenge with submicron particles remains
the small separation distance, especially if the suspension
is highly concentrated. A direct consequence of this small
distance (less than 5 microns) is the slow settlement under
gravity because Brownian motion keeps particles suspended
[8]. However, due to the attractive Van derWaals force, small
particles have a larger diffusion constant and thus higher
probability of aggregation [8, 11, 13]. Then it is necessary
to use a repulsive barrier to prevent aggregation. A wide
variety of dispersants is available commercially and the choice
depends not only on the type of particles, but also on
the manufacturing process of CMC. There are several ways
to provide repulsion between particles and overcome Van
der Waals forces; however steric stabilization is particularly
effective in organic liquids and aqueous solvents [13].

Polyelectrolytes and polymers are largely used as steric
stabilizers in the literature [14–16]; however the long chain
molecules may induce bridging and increase the viscosity of
the suspensions. The bridging effect also increases with the
reduction of the particle size. Several studies reported the
use of small molecules such as ascorbic acid [11], citric acid
[17, 18], or nitric acid [19–21] for the dispersion of alumina
particles. The adsorption of the molecules occurs between its
ionic functional group and the charged oxide of the alumina
particle through a ligand exchange process [8, 11].

In order to increase the strength of the green body and
being able to get a high density ceramic, a binder must be
added to the suspension. The binder is typically a long chain
polymer which is adsorbed at the surface of the particles
and that can create bridges between the particles through
hydrogen bonding [8, 16, 22]. Literature reports the use
of cellulose derivatives such as hydroxyethyl cellulose and
polyvinyl alcohol [14, 15, 21, 23–25]. When these types of
binder are dispersed into water, a gel structure is formed
and its action depends on the concentration of particles and
level of dispersion. Depending on its molecular weight and
quantity, it can strongly affect the rheology of the suspension.
There are several factors to take into account when choosing
the binder and its burnout characteristics. The binder should
be compatible with the slurry and should not displace the
dispersant from the particle surface. Additionally, for oxides,
it should be less polar than the dispersant [13]. It is necessary
to optimize the amount of the binder to form a ceramic cake
that can be easily demolded after processing [14].

This paper deals with the influence of PVA, nitric acid, as
well as the particles size, and solid loading on the dispersion
of 𝛼-Al2O3 slurry. Since the suspension is used as matrix for

oxide/oxide processing by flexible injection, the impact of
mixing procedure and shear stress on the viscosity will be also
assessed and discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Suspension Preparation. The suspensions
used in this work were made of 𝛼-Al2O3 powder with a BET
specific surface of 10m2/g and average particle size of 0.3 𝜇m.

The powder has a bulk density of 0.8 g/cm3 and a tap density

of 1.1 g/cm3. Particles morphology was observed in Scanning
Electron Microscope (Field Emission Gun FEG-SEMJSM-
7600F, JEOL). Dispersion was achieved by adding nitric acid
with a purity of 69wt%. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) diluted in

deionized water (35wt%, 1.08 g/cm3 at 23∘C) was used as the
binder.

Suspensions with varying solid concentrations of 𝛼-
Al2O3 powder were prepared using deionized water and
HNO3. The basic suspension used, as reference, for most of
the study contained 33 vol% alumina particles. The powder
is incorporated and dispersed using magnetic stirring for 1 h
and then deagglomerated in ultrasonic bath for 5–15minutes.
PVA was added to the suspension using magnetic stirring.
The pH of the 𝛼-Al2O3 slurry is adjusted with the quantity
of HNO3 and was found to settle between 5 and 6 for an acid
concentration of 0.06mol/L (0.17 wt%).

In order to assess the influence of acid concentration
and PVA on dispersion, the amount of HNO3 was varied
between 0 and 0.34wt% and the quantity of PVA added to
the slurry between 0 and 16.48wt%. The maximum packing
fraction was also investigated using viscosity data of slurries
containing 10 to 46 vol% of Al2O3 particles.

2.2. Rheological Measurements. Rheological measurements
were performed using a MCR501 rheometer from Anton-
Paar, with concentric cylinders’ geometry (27mm bob diam-
eter, 1.17mm gap). Preliminary rheology tests have been done
on the slurry in order to establish the required conditioning
(preshear and rest time) to get repeatable and consistent
data. It is required for suspension since flow history has
a great impact on rheological measurement [26, 27]. The
conditioning defined for the suspensions is a preshear of

10 s−1 during 5min followed by a rest time of 5min. The
preshear and rest time must be applied before and between
every test. These conditions were defined with the reference
suspension containing 33 vol% of Al2O3 particles and are
valid for other particles concentration if the amount ofHNO3
is enough to maintain the particles dispersed. Potential
wall slip and sedimentation were verified as well and the
slurry remained stable under the testing conditions. Structure
rebuilt experiments were performed and the suspension
retrieves its original properties almost immediately after
preshear.Moreover, no thixotropy was observed as successive
tests showed curves superimposed. Since the suspension is
intended for an injection process, no yield stress is expected
for standard slurries, verification has been done, and this
point is discussed in the Results. All measurements were
conducted at 23∘C. In order to prevent evaporation, mineral
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oil has been poured on top of suspension; this liquid is inert
and does not interact with the measurement.

Steady shear experiments have been carried out by run-

ning loops from 0.1 to 1000 s−1 and back down to 0.1 s−1.
Small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) tests have been
conducted from 0.1Hz to 100Hz with strain amplitude of
10%. This amplitude of 10% is inside the linear viscoelastic
(LVE) domain.

3. Results and Discussion

The rheological behavior of suspensions depends on a num-
ber of variables such as the particle shape, size, and distri-
bution of particles sizes but also the interaction forces. The
chemicals used in the slurry preparation have great influence
on the stability of the suspension [8]. It is therefore crucial to
understand how the chemicals interact with each other and
with alumina particles to get an acceptable suspension for the
injection process.

In this work, the same size and distribution of alumina
particles were used for all slurry preparation. The particle
SEM morphology presented in Figure 1 shows a fairly even
distribution of irregular 3D flake particles. The morphology
and the particle size greatly influence the rheological behavior
of the suspension, notably at high volume fraction. The
reference suspension is composed of 33 vol% Al2O3 particles
(so-called B33) and 0.17 wt% HNO3. The basic quantity of
PVA binder solution corresponds to 6% of the mass of the
alumina particles, which is 3.79wt% for the B33 suspension.
It should be noted that the PVA used in this study is an
aqueous solution diluted to 35% by weight, and therefore the
weight percentage reported relates to the solution.The choice
of the particle base concentration is justified in terms of flow,
mold filling, and compaction for the injection process. The
influence of dispersant, binder, and particles concentration
are investigated in this study.

3.1. Influence of Acid Content. B33 suspensions with HNO3
varying from 0 to 0.34wt% were prepared (Table 1). Figure 2
illustrates the viscosity variation with shear rate. Lower vis-
cosity preparations show the most stable curves in the back-
forward loops and their flow response is more Newtonian.
Similar results have been observed by other authors with
ascorbic acid as dispersant [11]. In addition, there is also an
overlap of the curves in Figure 2 for some acid contents (0.17
and 0.08wt%), suggesting that there is a stability zone for
the suspension. An offset between the back-forward loops for
the 0.04wt%, 0.25wt%, and 0.34wt% suspensions may be an
indication of inadequate dispersion of the alumina particles.
For low percentages, the attraction forces between particles
are too strong, leading to heterogeneities and possible floc-
culation.When the repulsive forces are too strong, aggregates
can be formed and permanent precipitation will occur.

Figure 3 shows the viscosity values at 0.1 s−1 of alumina
slurry as function of the acid concentration from 0wt% up
to 0.34wt%. Suspensions with 0wt% and 0.01 wt% acid (not
shown) were tested in a similar manner and a viscosity of

about 1000 and 200 Pa⋅s was measured at 0.1 s−1. However,
these suspensions are very different with a foamy aspect,

contrasting with suspensions containing more than 0.04wt%
HNO3 which have a smooth and homogeneous appearance
(see Figure 4). Between percentages of 0.01 and 0.04wt%
HNO3, there is a change in the structure of the slurry
itself making measurements more difficult. These suspen-
sions show immediate separation in a very short time just
after preparation. The resulting parabolic profile of Figure 3
suggests that there is a critical range of acid concentration
between 0.08 and 0.2 wt% where the viscosity is minimum.

When alumina particles are immersed in water, there is
a hydrolysis reaction between alumina and hydroxide, and
this is enhanced with pH. In the presence of nitric acid, the
hydroxyl group on the alumina surface reacts with the H+
that come from the acid.The addition of nitric acid promotes
the production of positive charge on the particles and thus
repulsive forces [8]:

Al3+ → Al (OH)2+ → Al (OH)2+ → Al (OH)3
→ Al (OH)4− (1)

The reaction of alumina particles surface (s Al–OH) with H+

of the nitric acid is

HNO3 +H2O → NO3
− +H3O+

s Al–OH +H+ → s Al–OH2
+

(2)

The objective is to obtain electrical stability within the
suspension. Below the critical zone, the amount of nitric
acid adsorbed on particles surface is insufficient for adequate
dispersion and above this zone; the excess of acid may
create aggregates and precipitates, both resulting in higher
viscosities.

To obtain a uniform green body, it is necessary to disperse
adequately the alumina particles in the media and the addi-
tives added to the suspension. In thismanner, the interactions
between the particles will be improved and controlled. Rhe-
ology is used to understand the behavior of the suspension
and provides information on the interaction between the
particles. Strong interactions between particles result in high
viscosities and shear-thinning behavior whereas repulsion
results in stable suspensions with low viscosities and eases the
injection process. On the process level, having a critical acid
zone rather than a critical value provides process flexibility. A
variation in the critical area will not affect the quality of the
final ceramic part. At the critical point, the lowest viscosity
is obtained, meaning that the pH of the suspension is below
the isoelectric point (IEP) of the oxide powder and above
the acidic dissociation constant of the acidic functional group
adsorbed [8, 11].

3.2. Influence of PVA Content. B33 slurries were prepared
using PVA concentrations varying from 0 to 16.48wt%.
Figure 5 presents the variation of steady shear viscosity with
shear rate for different concentrations of PVA. The filled and
empty symbols correspond to the back and forth viscosity
change with shear rate. For the same PVA content, curves are
superimposed and present aNewtonian behavior at low shear
rate followed by a slight shear thinning starting around 10 s−1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: FEG-SEMmicrographs of alumina particulates. Scale 1 micron (a) and 100 nm (b).

Table 1: B33 suspension preparation with change in PVA and acid content. B33 base concentration contains 0.17 wt% acid and 3.80wt% PVA.

PVA content Acid content

#
Ratio(×𝐶base) wt% acid

in H2O
wt% acid1 wt% PVA1 #

Ratio(×𝐶base) wt% acid
in H2O

wt% acid1 wt% PVA1

B33-PVA0 0 0.51 0.17 0 B33-AC0 0 0.00 0.00 3.80

B33-PVA0.5 0.5 0.51 0.17 1.93 B33-AC0.25 0.25 0.13 0.04 3.80

B33 (ref) 1 0.51 0.17 3.80 B33-AC0.5 0.5 0.26 0.08 3.80

B33-PVA2 2 0.51 0.16 7.31 B33 (ref) 1 0.51 0.17 3.80

B33-PVA5 5 0.51 0.15 16.48 B33-AC1.5 1.5 0.76 0.25 3.80

B33-AC2 2 1.02 0.33 3.80

𝐶base: reference formulation, with base = PVA or acid. Reference formula corresponds to 1 in ratio column; 1percentage based on total weight of the slurry.
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Figure 2: Viscosity versus shear rate for two consecutive back-
forward loops for B33 slurries with varied acid content from 0.04
to 0.34wt%.

As expected, an increase of viscosity with increasing PVA
content is observed. For the highest concentration of PVA
(16.48wt%), a bump appears after the Newtonian plateau.
It could be associated with a possible change of dispersion
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Figure 3: Viscosity at 0.1 s−1 shear rate versus acid content for B33
slurries with varied acid content from 0 to 0.34wt%.

state due to an overabundance of PVA, sedimentation, or the
beginning of a phase separation. This illustrates the fact that
there is a threshold PVA content, which does not affect the
dispersion while allowing particles to adhere adequately to
form the ceramic cake.

In order to understand the combined effect of PVA and
the concentration of the slurry, suspensions containing 25 to
46 vol% of particles with andwithout PVAwere prepared. For
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Table 2: Different alumina slurries with particulates varying from 10 to 46 vol%. Preparations with andwithout PVA. Acid content of 0.51 wt%
in H2O for all slurries and PVA content of 6wt% of alumina particles for slurries with PVA.

# vol% alumina wt% acid in H2O
With PVA (6%wt. alumina) No PVA

wt% acid1 wt% alumina1 wt% PVA1 wt% acid1 wt% alumina1 wt% PVA1

— Media 0.51 0.51 0 0 0.51 0 0

B10 10 0.51 0.35 29.69 1.78 0.36 30.23 0

B25 25 0.51 0.21 54.67 3.28 0.22 56.52 0

B33 33 0.51 0.17 63.27 3.80 0.18 65.76 0

B40 40 0.51 0.14 69.22 4.15 0.14 72.22 0

B46 46 0.51 0.11 73.48 4.41 0.11 76.86 0
1Percentage based on total weight of the slurry.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Foaming structure for B33 slurries with low acid content
of 0 and 0.01 wt% (a) and liquid-like B33 slurries with acid content
higher than 0.04wt% (b).

suspensions containing PVA, the amount of polymer solution
corresponds to 6% of the mass of the alumina particles. This
ensures that the ratio of adsorption between particles and
PVA is constant, assuming that alumina particles are well dis-
persed into the media.These suspensions are listed in Table 2
and Figure 6 presents the variation of viscosity with shear
rate for B10 to B46 slurries. The filled symbols correspond
to the suspensions with PVA whereas the empty symbols
correspond to slurry without PVA. Generally, for suspensions
with PVA, an increase of the particle concentration leads to
an increase of the viscosity from 0.01 Pa⋅s for B25 to 1.3 Pa⋅s
for B46. For low charge suspensions with PVA, the behavior
is Newtonian. Towards 40 vol%, the shear-thinning behavior
begins to be more pronounced and at 46 vol% the Newtonian
plateau disappears and a shear-thinning behavior is observed
over the whole range of the shear rate. The B46 suspension
with no PVA shows a yield stress. It was evaluated at 1.9 Pa
using theHershel-Bulkleymodel (not shown here). However,
the B46 no PVA suspension is a limit condition and is not
suitable for processing. Slurries with lower percentages of
alumina particles show a typical power-law flow behavior.

For suspensions B33 and B25, those that do not contain
PVAhave a lower viscosity than thosewith PVA.The viscosity
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Figure 5: Viscosity versus shear rate for back-forward loop for B33
slurries with varied PVA content from 0 to 16.48wt%.
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PVA content of 6% of weight of particulates for slurries containing
PVA.
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of these suspensions with no PVA is low (0.00941 Pa.s for B33
no PVA and 0.00420 Pa⋅s for B25 no PVA) and close to that of
the corresponding suspensive media with PVA (0.00148 Pa⋅s
for B33 and 0.00139 Pa⋅s for B25). Thus, the viscosity of the
media has an influence on the lowest charged suspensions.
The increase of viscosity related to the addition of PVA in
the media is of the order of 200% for B33 and 240% for B25.
For highly charged suspensions B40 and B46, the addition
of PVA results in a change in the rheology behavior of the
suspension from a strong shear-thinning behavior to a weak
shear thinning approaching Newtonian.

The quantity of PVA is adjusted according to the drymass
in alumina (6% of mass of particles); thus the ratio remains
constant. Since PVA comes from an aqueous solution 35wt%,
its addition to the slurry slightly lowers the suspension vis-
cosity and decreases the particle loading slightly (in the order
of 3-4%). On the other hand, all suspensions were prepared
using the same acidified water (same concentration of HNO3
dispersant). This means that there is probably a small excess
of HNO3 for B25 suspension while B33 suspension exhibits
an optimized concentration of nitric acid (Figure 3). For B40
and B46 suspensions, this concentration is less and this leaves
room for additional adsorption of PVA on the particles. For
alumina suspensions containing both dispersant and PVA
binder, it was reported that the dispersant is first adsorbed on
particle surface; then the binder coats the rest of the particle
[13, 16, 22]. Depending on the dispersant/binder ratio, the
rheology of the slurry changes from a more or less shear
thinning to Newtonian behavior [16].

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is prepared by hydrolysis of
polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), usually leaving a small fraction
of unhydrolysed acetate groups in the macromolecule chain
structure that contribute to PVA stabilization, preventing
depolymerisation [28, 29]. The PVA is adsorbed on the
surface of the alumina particles by hydrogen bonding of its
–OH functional groups. However, in the case of partially
hydrolyzed PVA, which is the PVA used in this study,
the adsorption on the alumina particle surface might be
preferential for the acetate groups –OCOCH3 rather than the
hydroxyl groups [29, 30]. These groups have great influence
on the adsorption properties of PVA, providing a chemical
conformation of the polymer with a structure with more
loops and tails adsorbed better to the surface of the alumina
particle [30]. Acetate groups are also sensitive to pH with the
level of interactions increasing with pH [29, 31]. Wiśniewska
et al. [29] have demonstrated that there is a stability pH range
between 3 and 6 for alumina suspension and that beyond the
PVA ismore stretched and thus the adsorption of the polymer
chain is on few particles, causing bridging flocculation of
suspension. The alumina suspension in this study has a pH
of 5-6, in the limits of stability.

Combining the results from Figure 5 on the impact of
PVA concentration for B33 slurry with those of Figure 6
presenting the impact of similar ratio of PVA/alumina for B25
to B46 slurries, it came out that a threshold of 3% of mass of
alumina particles can be set for the PVA content. This value
corresponds to only 1.9 wt% for B33 slurry suggesting that
low viscosity is achievable up to 40 vol% alumina by using
the optimal amount of PVA. However, slurry with 33 vol%

of particles with PVA which exhibits a Newtonian behavior
combined to a low viscosity represents the best potential with
respect to the processability of the oxide/oxide ceramic.

At low shear rate, the interparticles forces and the Brow-
nian motion dominate whereas the hydrodynamic forces
predominate and overcome the interparticles interactions
at higher shear rates leading to a decrease of the viscosity.
For more concentrated suspensions, the separation distance
between particles is narrowed and the probability to aggre-
gate increases due to apparition of the Van der Waals attrac-
tive forces [8]. This explains the shear-thinning behavior
observed for the highly charged suspensions (Figure 6). This
rheological behavior was observed for similar systems using
oxide nanoparticles in aqueous media, the shear thinning
being enhanced by particle loading [12].

The role of PVA is to increase the strength of the green
body and it therefore acts as the binder in the alumina suspen-
sion. PVA coats the surface of the particles and improves the
adhesion between the particles during the formation of the
ceramic cake. PVA is water-soluble and is removed from the
green body during drying and sintering process. However, its
quantity needs to be optimized in order to limit the formation
of macroporosities during the sintering process.

3.2.1. SAOS Experiments. In order to understand the com-
bined impact of acid and PVA on the structure of the suspen-
sion, Small AmplitudeOscillatory Shear (SAOS) experiments
were performed on B33 slurry. Frequency sweep tests were
performed on B33 samples with different acid and PVA
contents listed in Table 1. Figures 7 and 8 present the change
of the loss modulus 𝐺 with frequency for B33 suspensions
with different acid and PVA contents, respectively. It can
be observed that there is no elastic response, which is
consistent with the absence of structure in the suspension.
The suspension remains viscous over the entire frequency
range tested, and so the energy remains dissipated. The main
reason is that slurry remains liquid even with 16.48wt% PVA
solution and there is no development of a gel structure. The
loss modulus increases progressively with the frequency and
an abrupt change of slope is observed towards 10Hz (6 rad/s).
The friction between the alumina particles at high frequencies
can explain this increase of the loss modulus. The friction
increases energy dissipation in the slurry and is only related
to the particles. A direct influence of nitric acid and PVA was
not observed.

3.3. Mixing Equipment on Dispersion. The standard suspen-
sion preparation process consists of incorporating different
materials in the aqueous media using mechanical agitation
with magnetic stirrer for 1 hour followed by an exposure
to ultrasound for 5–15 minutes. This type of process deag-
glomeration of the alumina particles has been widely used
by several authors [16, 17, 20, 21, 24]. Preparation with high
shear mixer (HSM) is also increasingly used in particular for
dispersion of nanoclays [32, 33]. The HSM breaks aggregates
by passing the suspension through a small capillary at very
high pressure. The B33 suspensions were prepared in the
usual manner and using HSM. Figure 9 shows the changes
in viscosity as a function of the shear rate for the various
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Figure 7: Lossmodulus versus frequency for B33 slurries containing
varied acid content from 0.04 to 0.34wt%. Two tests illustrated T1
and T2.

mixtures. The term HSM 1 p corresponds to 1 pass in the
HSM, 5 p to 5 passes, and so on. If 1 and 2 passes in the
HSM decrease the viscosity of the B33 slurry, which is an
indicator of a better dispersion [8, 11, 14], 5 passes’ HSM
shows similar results when compared to regular US mix. The
viscosity continues to increase after 10 passes. This increase
in viscosity can be related to water evaporation associated
with overheat in the HSM. However, the viscosity stays in the
same decade, varying from 0.025 to 0.04 Pa⋅s, which is not
sufficiently significant at the process level to change of the
mixing procedure.

3.4. Maximum Packing Factor. In the suspension, there is
a moment where the loading level in particles reaches a
maximum. This level defines the maximum packing beyond
which the viscosity of the suspension tends to infinite. The
shape, particle surface, and the aspect ratio (the ratio between
the diameter and the length of the particles) are important
aspects to consider when determining the maximum pack-
ing. When this ratio increases, the maximum packing tends
to decrease. Irregularities on the particle surface tend to
decrease the value of themaximumpacking, which is the case
in this study, with the 3D irregular flake shape of alumina
particles (Figure 1). Metzner [34] noted a value of 44 vol%
for a rough spherical crystal compared to 68 vol% for smooth
spheres.

The maximum packing factor was evaluated for the
alumina slurry with and without PVA (Table 2) by using an
empirical expression originated by Maron and Pierce:

𝜂𝑟 = (1 − Φ𝐴)
−2 , (3)
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Figure 8: Lossmodulus versus frequency for B33 slurries containing
varied PVA content from 0 to 16.48wt%. Two tests illustrated T1 and
T2.
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where 𝜂𝑟 is the ratio of the suspension viscosity over the
viscosity of the suspending media, evaluated at the same
shear stress [35]. This equation allows the determination of
an empirical constant 𝐴 which can be associated with the
maximum volumetric packing factor Φ𝑀 of the suspension.
Equation (3) can be rewritten as

√ 1𝜂𝑟 = 1 −
ΦΦ𝑀 . (4)

Relative viscosities of suspensions B10 to B40 are shown in
Figure 10. Neither B46 suspensions nor B40 without PVA
show Newtonian area, and therefore these slurries were not
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presented in Figure 10. The maximum packing Φ𝑀 in (4)
is calculated from the slope of the linear fitting of the data.

The coefficient of determination𝑅2 between the experimental
data and the model is 0.9946 for no PVA suspensions
and 0.9844 for suspensions containing PVA. There is a
slight difference in slopes for suspension with and without
PVA. A maximum packing of 43.1 vol% was calculated for
slurries with PVA and 47.4 vol% for slurries without PVA.
This confirms that a suspension up to 40 vol% particles can
be easily prepared and meet the requirements in terms of
packing. At this concentration, the slurry is still liquid and
injectable.

ThePVA is adsorbed on the surface of the particles, which
are already dispersed by nitric acid. The same amount of
HNO3 was used for all the suspensions. It is likely that the
PVA has an impact on the dispersion of particles as shown
by the difference of 4.3% between Φ𝑀 of suspensions with
and without PVA, confirming results discussed above (PVA
section). However, this difference is small considering that
the PVA content corresponds to 6% of the mass of particles.
This confirms that there is probably a large excess of polymer
and it is not necessary to put as much for the cohesion of
particles during drying and sintering; only a fraction of the
polymer is adsorbed on particles surface.These results on the
influence of the PVA are added to the previous ones (Figures
5 and 6) showing its influence on the viscosity, the rheology
behavior, and the particle loading of the slurry. Given that
PVA is the binder that allows the ceramic particles to adhere,
a minimum of 3% of the mass of particles is necessary to
ensure a ceramic cake that holds.This quantitywas confirmed
visually by the fact that cakes with less PVA collapse. This
percentage of 3%makes it possible to have a stableNewtonian
rheological behavior and a low viscosity of 0.03 Pa⋅s for B33
slurry that ease the injection process and fiber impregnation.

4. Conclusions

Different Al2O3 suspensions have been studied with respect
to their composition and concentration. The analysis was
motivated by the need to provide valuable data to improve the
processing of oxide/oxide composites by flexible injection.
The formulation is simple and requires the use of an acidic
dispersant and a binder. The slurry can be processed by
usingmechanical stirring and ultrasounds for dispersion.The
following main results were obtained:

(i) Based on the rheology analysis, it was found that there
is a critical concentration of HNO3 between 0.08 and
0.2 wt% that ensures a stable dispersion and a lower
viscosity.

(ii) A concentration of PVA binder of 3% of particle mass
is enough to ensure a Newtonian behavior and low
viscosity and ease the injection of suspension charged
up to 40 vol% particulates.

(iii) The SAOS measurements show that there is no struc-
ture development with increased frequency. Increas-
ing loss modulus is consistent with energy dissipation
occurring over the entire frequency range.

(iv) The maximum packing fraction is 47.4 vol% alumina
for suspensionwithout PVA and 43.1 vol% for suspen-
sions with PVA content corresponding to 6% mass of
particles. The small difference in slope suggests that
the polymer is in excess in the suspension. Reducing
this quantity by half should be sufficient to reach
suitable viscosity for injection molding.
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